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Pushing the limits of college journalism

Be sure to check
out the special
election section
m this week 's
Easterner

Local student nearly dies LSD and Rohypnol
after eating LSD lollypop have serious effects

Je nnife r I l;irringt o n
A.-;.,1'.~l:1111 /:'clilt ,r

"Remember what your mom
always to ld you - Don't tak e
candy from s trange rs."
This was the advice of a college s tud e nt vi si ting Cheney
from Spokane, after s uffe ring a
drug overdose induced by an
LSD (acid) and Ro hipn o l (date
rape drug) laced lo llypo p given
to her at a party o v e r thi s
Val e ntine's Day w ee ke nd .
The victim, wh o wi s hes to remain anonymou s, wa s given the
unwrapp ed s u c ker b y an un kn ow n girl in th e b.ithroom o f a
drug a nd .ilc o h u l- f rce pa rt y
thrown at th e Fi s he r Building in
C h eney. The Fi s h e r Building
used to be th e o ld heney High
Sc hoo l building, and is lo atcd
.i cross the street fro m S h owalte r
1-bll and the Sig m.i Phi Ep. il o n
fraternit y h o use.
T he victim desc ri bed th e girl
wh provid ed he r with the s uck ·r
.is h.iv ing s ho rt, bl e.i chcd ye ll ow blond ha ir, w e.i ring red carpe t
pants .i nd .i white I.ink top . The
ca mpu s poli ce co uld n o t co mme nt s p ec ific.ill y o n the incid ent,
as it is s till und e r inves tiga ti o n.

Joe H.irris, an EWU s tud e nt ,
and .i friend o f the victim, was at
the party with her.
"She was away fr o m us fo r
.ibo ut 10 minutes. She was in the
bathroom and a girl o ffered her
a lollypop. Without knowing any
better s he put it in her m o uth and
s ucked on it. She didn't want to
get bumped and s wall ow th e
whole thing, so s he chewed the
rest of it up, [befo re returning to
th e party I" said Harri s.
The girl d ocs n ot re member
any o f th e night after eating the
s ucker. "The o nl y thing s he reme mbers from that night is wh;:it
we've to ld he r," s;:i id Harri s .
He sa id s h e re turn ed to th e
part y and met up with him ,md
th ey w e re going to go ba c k o ut
o nt o th e dan e fl oo r, wh e n the
v ictim o mplaincd of no t fee ling
w e ll. 11.irris too k he r to a ch,1ir
nc,1 r the dan e fl oo r .i nd sat her
duwn , wh e re · he p ass ed o ut.
I larri s the n too k he r o ut in the
h,111.
" ' h e w;:i s n ' t rc s po n ive to
;1n y thing I did . Il er b re ,1thing
wa s e rrati c."
A t thi s po int, ,111 o th c r fri e n d
o f the vic tim ca me o ut into th e
hall to help H,1rri s try to rev ive
he r.

"This is when I re;:i li zed som ething was se ri o us ly wrong," a id
Harris .
H a rri s picke d h e r up , and
they too k he r back to his d o rm
room in LA Hall.
"We put he r on th e bed and
s he s ta rted to rea ll y trip o ut. She
was hallu cinatin g and s winging
a t imaginary things . I think s h e
wa s s eeing th e girl wh o had
g iven he r the s ucke r and was try ing tu attack her. S he kep t ta lking abo ut th e g irl. That was a ll
w e co uld g e t o ut o f he r."
H,1rris said he had to ho ld he r
down to kee p he r fr o m hurting
he rse lf, ,1nd he r right ha nd is b roken fr o m her hitting th e wall.
Af te r ,1bou t 15 to 20 minut es,
H arris rea li ze I th ey were "fig ht in1,; ., los ing battl e, " a nd c,1 ll ed
9 11 . Th ·· ca m p us p< li ce a nd par.i m e d i · fr o m th e h c n e Fire
I e pa rtm •nt Jrriv cd wi thin fi ve
minut es .
Th e victim w,1s take n toS,K red
I lea rt Medi ca l · ' !li e r a ft e r a bo ut
I O to 15 minuks mo re, w h •r · s he
und c rw nt b loc cl tes ts to find o ut
wh,1t was in h ' r sys tem .

See LSD, Pg . 2

National Institute on Drug Abuse community drug alert

Lysergic Acid Diethylamide
-Alias'-- Acid, Boomers, Yellow Sunshines
-Short term side effects
-dilated pupils, higher body tempera
ture, increased heart rate and blood
pressure, sweating, loss of appetite,
sleeplessness, dry mouth, and trem
ors, dramatic behavioral changes.
-Long term side effects
-ruptured blood vessels leading to irreversable
brain damage, hallucinations, and potentially
dangerous "flashbacks" of halJucinations long
after the drug was taken.

Rohypnol
-Alias '--Roofies, Rophies, Roche, Forgetme pill, date-rape drug

-Side effects
-lose of memory while under the influence,
decreased blood pressure, drowsiness,
visual disturbances, dizziness, confusion,
gastrointestinal disturbances, and urinary
retention.
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Deb Jones, a nontraditional student,
bases her campaign
on experience.

•

Bree Holsing, bases
her campaign on
energy and student
empowerment.

Ca nclidat(•s Bree Holsing
and Och .Jones 'iat down
with Easterner Report er

John Lic}lorobict: and
an swered the fo ll o·w ing

quc!oi tion s ...

time ago, and live my life kneeling at the basin to serve you everyday of
my life. I will be here for at least the next two years.

I.
Wh,1t dn ou bring to the clc ·til n that uur opponent d u. ~ 11 t?
L\f •rience, twc r 20 yt ,1 1~ bu:,lnl~" 111.111.ig ·rn ·nt •xpenL'l1ll'. ~I L'.li--L'l' l'rL,
·r, ,m e, F •ricncc, Jnd l:..1gle ln tcrtJinmcnt l' F ' ricn c <l!:> ,1 p rug r.1111 LlXXd1 nat nr.
2.
Wh;i t d you fL'i.!1arc th • 1 >spo n.-..ibi Ii tie:; of ASEW Pr .,.;idt·n t.
Int ·ra tion with President
Attend BOT meetings
Attend a ll presidential cabinet meetings
Travel to Olympia for legislative input
Head and main representative for ASEWU
Veto power of supplemental budget requests
3.
What is your motivation for running for ASEWU I '1l.-sident?
After attending many committee meetings, receiving student input, and

See Holelng, Pg. 2

See Jones, Pg. 2

What d o y u bring to the cl ~c tion lh,1 t yo ur opponent d s n' t?
Follow th ro ug h
Prof ssiona lis m
Creativity
Empowerment
Energy
Proactive his tory
When I say I am going to do som thing, I get it done. Creativity is the
key to making things happen. I know the 011/y way that we are going to
energize this campus is by empowering you, the students, staff, and faculty of Eastern Washington University. I destroyed the "podium" a long
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AS presidential candidates pair-off in election
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2 The Easterner
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LSD: Drug overdose raises awareness; students urged not to accept candy from strangers at parties
From Front Page
"They didn't know for sure dent DJ, who uses his business
what she had taken because her DJing and hosting parties as a
behavior was so errat~c. They way to pay his way through
didn't think she had taken LSD," school. He attends classes at Sposaid Harris. Tests confirmed that kane Falls Community College
there was LSD in her blood, but will be transferring to Eastalong with Rohipnol.
ern next.year.
The victim went to her family
After Harris' 911 call, a camdoctor Monday, and found out pus police officer arrived at the
that the lollypop could have had Fisher Building to investigate.
up to twenty hits of acid on it.
"When the police officer stopped
"She found out from her doc- by, we let him right in. He didn't
tor that if I hadn't been there find anything."
keeping her awake, she would
Williams-Carr said that he
have been dead within 10 min- volunteered to go and talk to
utes of the drug taking effect," police yesterday without their
said Harris.
having called him. He said that
"From what I know, the if he finds out who the girl is
sucker was an isolated incident. who gave the victim the tainted
I don't think anyone else got LSD lollypop, he will call the police
from a sucker, and I did not my- immediately to turn over her
self see anyone take any drugs [at name.
the dance]," said Harris.
"[The victim) is my friend, I
Harris said the party was dry, was angry when I found out it
and that alcohol was not allowed .happened," said Williams-Carr.
into the party.
Williams-Carr said that they
"If anybody was drinking, had over 30 people hired for sethey were drunk before they ar- curity and clean up, in addition
rived," said Harris.
to 12 adult DJ's, and 10 adults
The party, with about 450 over the age of 25, to insure that
people in attendance, was the dance stayed clean. His parthrown by Jeremiah Williams- ents were two of the 10 adults
Carr and hi s family, to ce lebrate present at the party, which lasted
hi s tw e nty-firs t birthday, from about9 p .m . to about 5 a. m.
Valentine's Day, and to "cel"l think drugs are really
ebrate people who are alcohol messed up and I've never done
and drug free .
them and I don't want my parWilliams-Carr grew up in ties to be associated with drugs.
Cheney and is a local indepen- I don't tolerate drugs at my par-

Holsing:

ties," said' Williams-Carr. He
said they searched coats and
backpacks at the door to ensure
that no one took any drugs or alcohol into the party.
Williams-Carr said he and his
plain-clothed security people
mingled in among the crowd to
constantly check for possible
drug possession, both downstairs and upstairs.
Alex Aluf, an jEWU student
and Dressler Hall resident, was
at the party, and flid he didn't
actually see any d~gs being exchanged, but was offered ecstasy
and LSD on several occasions.
''You could find them in a two
minute period of time if you
wanted to."
Aluf said the drugs were offered randomly by party-goers,
and not Williams-Carr or other
workers at the party. He said
about half the people at the party
were sucking on lollypops, but
he didn't know if any of those
were laced with drugs.
Brett Kaiser, an· LA Hall resident, said he was offered drugs
twice. He said he also saw a girl
who could have matched the description of the one who gave the
victim her sucker, handing lollypops out to people a_round the
party. He said he and his friends
had some of these suckers, and
were not in any way affected by
them .

Jones:

Energy, empowerment

2

What do you feel are the responsibilities of ASEWU President?
Serving the students
Chief officer and spokesman for ASEWU council
Advocate for students at all BOT and presidential cabinet meetings
Represent students voices and coocems at the nationaL state, university, and personal level
Veto power over legislative bills and supplemental budgets
F.astern's #1 fan
3.
What is your motivation for running for ASEWU President?
I know how to motivate others and make things happen. The only way for that to happen
is by giving students a reason to get involved. My enthusiasm for F.astem blaz.es like a wildfire,
and others want to get a hold of it. As George Bernard Shaw stated, "My life belongs to the
community, and it i<; my privilege to do for it whatever I can ... the harder I work, the more that
I live." I want to make the torch of Eastern Washington University bum as bright as pos.<;ible,
but it goes beyond wanting to make'it bum by empowering you.
4.
How do you feel a council ran by you would differ from one ran by Danny Caldwell?
It would be one built on a foundation of motivation, empowerment, and encouragement. I
want to run it along the lines of an "open" business. Allowing council members the freedom to
make their own decisions, establishing goals early on, while taking steps daily to make sure that
their personal goals and team goals are being met.
:;
What makes you qualified to run for ASEWU President?
Love for Eastern
Acti ve involvement with many students
Interaction with the administration
Networking wfth other colleges across the state and nation
Close contact with clubs and organizations, Greek life, athletic department, and student activities
Leadership that produces results

•

Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) Testing
24-hour Helpline
Walk-Ins Welcome

Always Freel

Life Services/Crisis Pregnancy Centers

327-0701

891-2850

t-208-263-7621

2659 N. Ash
Spokane, WA

12124 E. 6th
· Spokane, WA

311 N. 2nd
Sandpoint, ID

Compassionate, Confidential and Available to All
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fered drugs and my bouncers
have never been offered drugs."
He also said he could easily produce 200 witnesses who would
say his parties are drug-free.
He also said he had all the
permits and licenses necessary to
hold an event of this sort.
Some students on campus
perceived the dance to have been
a rave party and raves are genera II y associated with heavy
drug use. Williams-Carr was angered by this assumption.
"People need to get their facts
straight. I don't know wh y
people would assume my party
was a rave. People assume that
if a party has techno music, it's a
rave."

party. Five hundred fliers were
distributed on the Eastern
campus alone.
"People who bring drugs to
parties just don't know how to
have fun on their own," said Williams-Carr. "It's pretty sad that
you can't go to a party that's supposed to be clean like mine, without somebody ruining your life
like this person did to [the victim)."
Williams-Carr stressed that
taking candy from strangers, no
matter how clean the party may
be, should be treated the same
as taking drinks from a stranger
at a party were alcohol is
served. The dangers are the
same.

Experience

looking at other universities, I felt my experience would be beneficial in advancing this
campus and the entire university.
4.
How do yuu feel a council ran by you would differ from one ran by Danny
Caldwell?
I would run the council far differently than the previous presidents, basically because
of my business experience. I can bring those aspects, as well as· business strategies to
ASEWU. This would make the council more effective.
5.
What makes you qualified to run for ASEWU President?
Experienced with administration interactions
An awareness of student needs
·
Program planning experience for Eagle Entertainment
Honesty...definitely
Broad range of life experience both on and off campus

call 327 -0701
•
•
•
•

Williams-Carr asserted that
Aluf and Kaiser both said
their coats were not checked at raves are usually underground
the door and that they didn't see events, to which only a select few
anyone checking bags.
people are invited.
Williams-Carr said he was not
"Basically you have to know
aware that there was ever a time someone who knows the person
that the doors were not being sponsoring a rave to get in," said
watched. "My security people Williams-Carr. "If I were going to
said they checked all the coats have a rave, it wouldn't be out
and bags."
in the open, like my dance was
Candy, such as wrapped, at the Fisher Building."
Willia'm s-Carr said he adheart-shaped suckers and candy
hearts were provided at the vertised the event extensively
party, said Williams-Carr. He for two months. There were
also said that the sucker given to peqple at the party from WSU,
U of W, Yakima, Tri-Cities, and
the victim was unwrapped.
Williams-Carr said, "I've all over Washington. There was
done this kind of thing for the also . the editor of a magazine
past year and I've never been of- featuring DJ's present at the

i
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The.East~rner

Fornier EWU president oartmou.th faculty votes 81-0
to' speak at···Eastern
to derecognize Greek houses
'

Tracy Stephens

Discriminatory practices and alcohol use cited for reason

/:":,sterner Reporter

On Friday Feb. 18, former
Eastern Washington University
president
H.
George
Frederickson will be joining
with five other national experts
in the field of public administration for a special forum to
celebrate the 25 1h anniversary
of Eastern's Master of Public
Administration
Program.
Fredrickson was instrumental
in establishing the Master of .& H.· George
Public Administration ProFredrickson was
gram, the only program of its
president
of Eastern in
kind in the state of Washington,
in the fall of 1974.
the 1970's. He was
Frederickson will be dis- instrumental in the
cussing the relationship between public administration development of the
and political science. Pres- Masters of Public
ently he is the Chair of Public Administration Program.
Administration at the Universi ty of Kan s as n nd ha s the "Public Administrati on Rea uthor e d two books, "New view. "
Publi c Admini s tration " and
"They a re a s tellar g ro up of
"The Spirit of Public Admin - na tional ex perts in the field of
istration ."
public administration," sa id
There will a lso be five other MPA director Larry Lutton .
experts attending the forum ,
There will be num erou s di snamely Ralph Hummel, Rudd cussions on th e prese nt iss ues
Kass, Marie Rosenberg, Larry faced by today's public adminD. Terry and Camilla Stivers. istrators, as well as a look into
Hummel is the author of "The the future prospectus of the
Bureaucratic Experience," field .
which is widely used in the
"Each forum speaker will
field of public administration. be talking about issues that are
Budd Kass is the founder of important to the field of pubEastern's Master of Public Ad- lic administration such as genministration Program . Bring- der, ethics and the role of goving the international perspec- ernment in society," said
tive is Marie Rosenberg, the Lutton .
former director of Eastern's
All are invited to attend the
MPA program and a leader in special evening event, which is
organizing the Section on scheduled to run from 7 p.m.
Women in Public Administra- to 9 p .m. It will be held in the
tion of the American Society for auditorium of the Phase I classPublic Administration. Larry room building at Eastern's
D. Terry and Camilla Stivers Riverpoint Campus and. i}dmisare respectively the editor-in- sion is free.
chief, and associated editor of

Monda~ through f rida~,
fee\ free to
just ~a\~
right ,n.

which shows affiliated students tend to be mostly white
and more affluent than other
students, Ackerman called
(U-WIRE) HANOVER, the system one of "power and
N.H . - Monday night the privilege."
f~culty of the Dartmouth
Faculty members also said
College of the Arts and Sci- the Greek system promotes
ences unanimously approved excessive alcohol use which
a resolution, voting 81-0 to interferes with students' acaurge the administration and demic work .
Trustees to withdraw College
Professor of History Mary
recognition from all Coed Kelly said the number of stuFraternity and Sorority orga- dents who have admitted to
nizations once additional liv- alcohol interfering with their
ing space is made available . schoolwork, to have blackedRecognizing that many out and to have taken part in
G reek houses are indepen- "boot and rally" is disturbdently owned, Associate Pro- ingly high .
.
fe ss or of Religion Susan
Faculty memb e rs said that
Ack e rman - who moved the the "substantial change s" to
re s o lution
told Th e th e Gree k sys t e m reco m Da rtmouth that s he hop ed me nd ed in th e s tee ring comhe hous es would fin a ncia ll y mitt ee repo rt will no t refo rm
b uckl e without Co ll ege s up- th e residential a nd soc ia l life
por t, if the admini s trai ion ac- at Dartmouth . T hey a rg ue d
cepts th e facult y ma ndat e.
th e co mpl e te w ithdrawa l of
r:ac ulty members a rgu ed Co ll ege s upport is nece sary.
that the sy stem is a discrimi"The rea lity is th a t thi s is
natory one that can no t be re- an unfi xa ble institution," reformed, and called se ni o r ligi o n prof esso 11> Ke vin
College officials to make the Reinhart said .
construction pf new residence
Professors argued that
halls - which will enable the plans to reform the system
College to withdraw their have been undertaken previsupport from Greek houses ously, all of. which have failed
their highest priority to en- to improve Dartmouth's sosure the derecognition occurs cial life.
latest by June 30, 2005.
"Isn't it clear by now that
Two faculty members ab- reform has not and will not
stained from voting on the work?" comparative literaresolution.
ture
department
chair
Faculty members ad- Marianne Hirsch said .
dressed a number of probFaculty members exlems within the current Greek pressed concern that even if
system.
the Greek houses are able to
Raising concerns that the achieve the stringent requireCFS system is highly exclu- ment set by the Initiative recsive, professors argued that it ommendations, Dartmouth's
does not conform but inter- social problems will continue
feres, with the academic mi s- to exist.
sion of the College.
Reinhart said ensuring that
The Greek system "stands the Greek houses consistently
so antithetical to our aca- maintain the standards will
demic message of openness," be a constant fight for the adAckerman said .
mini s tration .
Citing figures from the
English professor Tom
steering committee report Luxon had other concerns,
Omer Ismail

D;,rtmolllh Co//c·Jlt'

arguing that the recommendations are sending the
wrong message to the CFS
houses .
The administration is sayir.g "that if they behave well
enough, they can have the
privilege of discrimination,"
Luxon said .
The faculty of Arts and Sciences unanimously supported the principles behind
the first three recommendation s of the s teering committee report - which call for
the creation of a greatly enhanced res idential clu s ter,
other spaces and program s
for ge neral use and improving re s id ential and social life
for gra duate s tud e nts.
The faculty ag reed the
reside nti a l c lu s t e r s h o ul d
se rv e e ducational functi o ns
as w e ll as rec reat io nal , dining a nd s oc ial p urp oses .
So m e sa id the e ducational
s paces will improv e th o ut of-cla ss room expe ri e nce a nd
encourage s tud e nt-t ea c her
interaction .
Concern wa s raised a bo ut
the costs of implementing the
Student Life Initiative . However, College President James
Wright assured the faculty
that the Board of Trustees's
decision on financing these
changes "won't be at th e expense of academic progr<1ms
or the financial aid program ."
Before deliberating on the
steering committee report,
Wright also informed the faculty about the Trustee meetings held over the weekend
- most notably the decision
to increase the tuition fees by
3.5 percent for the 2000-2001
academic year.
The faculty voted 82-0 in
favor of the Initiative last
winter term after the
document's release .
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Vote for the ASEWU presidential candidate that has
experience!
ti Executive experience on ASEWU as speaker Pro Tern
ti Worked with campus administration
ti Three years of interaction with faulty and staff of EWU
ti Over twenty years of business management experience
t/ Program coordinator of Eagle Entertainment
Items I will approach the Board of Trustees and Administration include but no
limited to:
More "Out in 4 YEARS" programs!
Transportation - Specifically STA issues!
Graduation requirements to be taught more than annually, and biannually!
And it does not stop here!

t/ Vo~e Deb Jones for ASEWU President

You don't f.ven have to ~nod~.
•
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The Easterner

Eagles invade Palomas
Steven J. Barry
Stuclenr Life Editnr

EWU ROTC's Fighting Eagle
Battalion successfully defeated
the Caquetan Drug Cartel and
contributed
to
the
reestablishment of the sovereign
Paloman international border
(Palomas is a fri end and ally of
the U.S. and So uth America),
and ha s re-depl0 •,, I to EWU.
T
above ,.,c enario is
fict11rnal, but acts as th e
backdrop for la s t weekt:nd' s
Field Training Exercise (FTX)
conducted by cadets in the EWU
ROTC program, said Major Leaf
Rich, Battalion Executive Officer
and freshman lecturer.
Rich said the goa l of the FTX
was for the juniors and seniors
to take a fictional but realistic
sce nari o and work together to
plan, execute, and evaluate their
ability to demonstrate their
lea dership capabilities in a field
e nvironm e nt during adverse
weather conditions, their
co mp e tence in ba s ic military
s kills using infantry tactics and,
mos t importantly, their ability to
produce d ec is iv e res ults from
mi ss io n to mi ss ion. Rich also
sa id the juniors and seniors act
as mentors to the freshmen and
soph omores, who will have an
OF portunity t o lead future
fres hman and sophomores when
th ey are upper cla ss men
th e mse lves.
"Thi s was a capstone eve nt
th a t happens once per quarter,"
said Rich . "ROTC cadets have
ti
pportunity to take th eir
clas room a nd lab ex periences
out to th e field in order to apply
those lea d e rs hip and ba s ic
military s kills developed in th e
ROTC program here at Easte rn ."
What ma kes this FTX uniqu e,
sa id Ri ch, is that the cadets have
th e opportunity to perform

while facing a professional,
uncooperative opposing force
(OPFOR}, consisting of EWU
cadre and members of the
Washington Army National
Guard.
The cadets and the OPFOR
use Military Integrated Laser
Engagement System (MILES)
equipment, consisting of a
transmitter on each weapon that
fires a laser pulse when a blank
round is fired and sensors, that
beep loudly when activated,
worn on the bodies of the cadets
and the OPFOR. Rich said this
equipment, like paintball,
allows the cadets and OPFOR to
know when they would have
actually become a casualty
during operations.
For at least one hour, cadets,
cadre and OPFOR discussed the
highlights a nd areas needing
improvement prior to the next
mission, said Rich. Rich said
these discussions become the
feedback that cadets use to
improve their planning and
execution during the next
mission.
"Perhaps the most critical
aspect of the traiQing conducted
during this FTX, that promotes
cadet learning and improves
success from mission to
mission, is the time taken to
conduct an after action review
at the conclusion of eac h
mission," said Rich .
Lieutenant Colonel Alan
We s tfield , Battalion Commander, said this FTX was the
best he has seen during his command here.
"The cadets displayed a
level of leadership development
and expertise during this FTX
that is unprecedented in my
four years of experience here at
EWU," said Westfield .
Two weeks prior to the event,
the cadets received numerous

intelligence reports from CPT
Jim Steinhagen, Battalion
Operations Officer, building the
scenario for the invasion of
Palomas by their unfriendly
Caquetan neighbors to the
south.
On Thursday, after the
simulated invasion of Palomas,
the battalion conducted
strategic movement to the
Intermediate Staging Base (158)
at Fort Lewis where the
battalion was formed under the
command of the Task Force
Lighting Commander. Task
Force Lighting consisted of the
Fighting Eagle Battalion and
efements from the 3/25 th
Infantry Division (Tropk
Lighting), headquartered out of
Hawaii .
After preparing their
equipment and weapons for the
FTX, the cadets conducted
fti rther strategic onward
movement from the !SB at Fort
Lewis to the area of operations
in the country of Palomasactually a training area on Fort.
Lewis. _
Once in the training are11, the
cadets planned and executed
five different operations within
36 hours, to include an attack,
a defense; an ambush, a
reconnaissance mi ss ion, and a
night attack.
After 36 hours of operations,
the batta lion co nducted
simulated red eployment to the
JSB to recover and prepare for
future operations, .;ind finally
re-deployl!d to EWU on
Sunday.
"This was the most
successful leadership training
exercise conducted to date, as
evidenced by the performance
of u r cadet leaders from
freshma n through senior level,
and by the comm'e nts of the
cade ts themselves," said Rich .

•

•

A The EWU Fighting Eagle Battalion had to
undergo several hardships in ore to achieve
their objectives at the Field Train111g Exercise
held at Fort Lewis last week.
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The Easterner·'s

advertising policy to
undergo modifications
Dear Readers:
As chairman of the Board of Student Publications, I would like to express my regrets to all who
read the advertisement printed recently in The
Easterner under the heading "Holocaust Studies."
This material is inappropriate for publication anywhere, not because it is distasteful or objectionable (which it certainly is), but because the claims
made in the ad are false. The documentary evidence kept by Germans, the eyewitness accounts
of those persecuted, those who persecuted them
and those who liberated the camps is overwhelming and conclusive. In fact, historians have observed that the Nazi Holocaust is the most completely documented collection of atrocities in history. Denying the facts of these events requires a
perverse and willful act of self-deception that
defies logic.
But the decision to publish or reject even material as objectionable as this is.not as simple as it
might seem. Preedom of speech and of the pressincluding freedom to advertise products and
ideas-is based on the right to publish views that
may be repugnant to many or even most. In this
case the advertising manager for the newspaper
was not aware ·that she had the option to refuse
advertising, and accepted the ad as she would any
other, in good faith. If either I or the adviser to
the paper had been made aware of ad before it
was printed we would have advised a different
approach, such as rejecting the ad completely, or
at least including accompanying articles challenging the claims i~ makes.
At its regular meeting this Friday (2/18) the
Board will be discussing ways to prevent such an
oversight in the future and general policies that
could apply to similar cases. I invite you to come
to share your views (the meeting will be held at 3
p m. in Room 250 Patterson Hall).
Again, I offer my sincere apology to anyone
who was injured or offended by the inclusion of
this material in The Easterner.
Steve Blewett, Chair, Board of Student Publications

:The Easterner
'Lettera' pollcy
Please type or print
your letter, restricting
it to 250 words. Include your full name,
signature and telephone number for
verification. We reserve the right not to
publish letters, and all
printed material. is
subject to editing. Letters must be received
by Tuesday to be published in the following Thursday issue.

Editorial Staff
Editor
Allen Moody
Asakta:!t Editor .
Jennifer Harrington
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Danen Beal

Copy Editor
Dave Humphreys

Student Life Editor
Steven Barry
Photo Editor

Send letters to:

Maggie Miller

Advertising Manager
Michelle Young

The Easterner
EWU, MS-58
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Cheney, WA 99004
Bill Stimson
E-mail: eastemeremail@yahoo.com
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The Easterner provides a forum for
our readers to express their opinions
and concerns. Letters do. not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Easterner
staff or EWU.
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You'll be missed, Charles Schulz
memorabilia, but it was certainly not the only one. I
had action figures, coloring books and T-shirts with
Charlie Brown shouting "Good Grief!" My sister had
the stuffed animals, since I thought that they were
distinctly feminine things.
Since Schulz's death, I have asked around and have
not found anyone who didn't have some part of the
Peanuts gang slip into their childhood.
My girlfriend slept on Snoopy sheets while clutching a stuffed Snoopy doll. My roommate proudly wore
a yellow shirt with a copyrighted Charlie Brown stripe
across the front, a shirt he got after helping the stage
crew during a school production of HYou're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown." One friend, who now hates
Peanuts, said his dog was named Snoopy when he
was little.
Unarguably, Peanuts has had more impact on
American culture than any other comic strip in history.
·
It was printed in more than 2,600 newspapers in
75 countries and translated into 21 languages. Peanuts merchandise currently brings in about $1.1 billion each year. It ran for almost half a century, starting publication in October of 1950.
But the success of Peanuts cannot just be measured
in press numbers. It cannot be measured by how long
it was on display at the Louvre in Paris.
Its impact was cultural. It has been in the lives of
any child who learned to read in the .l ast five decades,
probably with the Sunday comics in their hands.
To understand its impact, you must hear children
on playgrounds shouting "Aaugh!" or "Good Grief!"
when they hurt themselves so that their parents won't
reprimand them for swearing.
"Security Blanket" is a psychological term now.
The Gteat Pumpkin is a modern parable. These are
the things Schulz leaves behind.
So in a poetic gesture, Schulz has said goodbye to
the world via Snoopy's typewriter. The world is left
rereading yellowed strips held on their refrigerator
door with Peppermint Patty napkins.
And somewhere in cartoon heaven, Charlie Brown
is kicking a small brown football through a pair of
goal posts in the sky.

By Jacob Ogles
The Oracle (U. South Florida)
TAMPA, Fla . ..,;.. As the world's most famous beagle
sat atop his red doghouse, an eerie message was
printed from beyond the grave.
HDear Friends, I have been fortunate to draw
Charlie Brown and his friends for almost 50 years. It
has been the fulfillment of my childhood ambition.
Unfortunately, I am no longer able to maintain the
schedule demanded by a daily comic strip. My family does not wish Peanuts to be continued by anyone
else, therefore I a"' announcing my retirement."
Charles Schulz did not plan on retiring this year.
In interviews, he said he anticipated drawing Peanuts
well into his 80s, maybe longer. But that was not to
be.
On Sunday morning, both children and children
at heart anxiously reached for the Sunday comics to
read what wa!I to be the last original Peanuts comic
strip.
Sadly, Schulz was not one of those children. Just
hours before newspapers hit doorsteps around the ·
world, colon cancer claimed the cartoonist's life.
It was surreal in many ways, hol_ding a paper published too early to get wind of Schulz's death, though
it contained his final work, and watching television
reports explaining the great loss to the cartooning
world and the world as a whole. But it was appropriate in a way, too.
As the final ellipses after the phrase "Charlie
Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, Linus ... how can I ever forget
them ... " drifted Schulz's thoughts into eternity, it
seemed almost painful to imagine the 77-year-old
Schulz being forced to read classics from 1974 (dailies b<!gan running from that year starting Jan. 4, Sunday classics start running this weekend).
Instead, Schulz was laid to rest along with all his
characters, fading away just as the printing presses'
yellow ink brightened Charlie Brown's striped shirt
for its last run.
Of course, Charlie Brown's adventures have all
been documentel in newspapers, film and Met Life
commercials.
The Christmas special will still be aired this holiday season, Linus will still wait for the Great Pumpkin while the other kids trick or treat and Snoopy will
still shoot down planes while he imagines himself as
the Red Baron, providing everybody with a security
blanket to clutch in a Peanut-less millennium.
The generation currently in college grew up with
the guidance of Charlie Brown and the gang.
We weren't the first, and we won't be the last, but
that doesn't matter much to us. Peanuts seemed original to us at the time.
In my room at home, I still have a Snoopy change
bank full of 1981 pennies. I tried to paint it at least
three times, though acrylics don't cling to glass.
Despite being made of glass, it is one of the very
few items given to me as a little boy that didn't get
broken very early. I still remember turning it upside
down and shaking it when I needed the money for
some purpose.
My father would ask me why I didn't just break it.
That thought terrified me. Snoopy was not going to
die just so I could get back those pennies through a
slightly easier manner.
This bank is my most precious piece of Peanuts
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The First Amendment
Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assembly, and to petition
the Government for a redr_ess of
grievances.

~' A Bill of Rights that means only
what the majority wants it to mean
is no Bill of Rights at all."
Anthony Scalia, U.S . Supreme Court
justice, 1999
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Strange
Days
Indeed
by Darren Beal

Gosh darn it you
friggin' sons of
guns, you 're all
full of bullcrap
and you 're goin'
to heck!

In these politically correct times, it's still possible to do
one thing with impunity: swear your ars off.
The so-called 'f' word pops up in normal conversation
at least twice every 30 seconds these days, unless you're
over 50 or under 10 years of age. In fact, swearing has become so pervasive in American society that even Reader's
Digest, that stalwart bastion of middle-class morality, reprinted an editorial disdaining the use of "that dirty 'f'
word." And people who object to using the dirty little
dandy are commonly dismissed as prudes, or worse.
God knows, there is certainly good reason to swear these
days. The problem is that some people give swearing a
bad name.
.JJ'ake Quentin Tarantino, for instance. He seems incapable of making a movie that's much more than an expletive-laden diatribe which could have been made more
cheaply with a few grunts, the sound of thousands of
rounds of gunfire, and some cheap pasta (Michelino's
comes to mind).
Most people have already become deadened to the
graphic violence in films such as "Pulp Fiction." But there
are still some of us who haven't become totally numb to
senseless swearing. When a trivial statement such as "I
think he's sleeping" manages to use three or more expletives, it shocks, but it does not increase our emotional understanding of the message. You see, there's an art to swearing.
In anthropological terms, swear words are known as
'taboo words.' All languages and societies have them, and
they seem to serve some mysterious, linguistic purpose. I
would argue that, wlren used effectively, they·heighten the
emotional intensity of a statement. This is why using them
in every utterance is so ineffective. Take, for example, Jack
Nicholson, in a scene from "The Shining," where he has
become-totally psychotic and is attempting to kill his wife.
The few well-chosen expletives in the scene make it more
powerful, more believable. Fifty years ago the scene would
have been scary without any swearing.
On the other hand, ham-handed attempts at 'soft-focus
s~earing,' such as you hear dubbed onto movies edited

The Good Samaratian
Dave Humphreys
Cupy F.diror

With a loud "bang!" the screen
door slammed against my backside.
Taking a breath , I lift ed up my coat,
looking for the lanyard with the key s
to my apartment. All I felt wa s the
button s of my s hirt where my ke ys
s hould have been . Fru s tr a tion took
hold, and I moved my hand s up to th e
collar of my neck, hoping to find th e
frayed shoestring lin e. Nothing .
"Wh a t th e .. . ? Oh dear."
No keys.
I ga ze d hopefull y up a nd down th e
row o f doo rs hoping to see a wind o w
alight, hoping to find s omebody at
home with an idea of how I could get
the landlord back to the complex and
let me in . Unfortunately, only one cast
a yellow hue upon the street in front.
I say unfortunate, because I didn't
really like the inhabitant. His name
was Terry, and I'd worked with him
for a stint in Dining Services, and we
didn't really get along. But worst of
all, he came from the Tri-Cities.
I come from the Tri-Ci ~ies.
With a shallow resigned sigh,
slowly ambled over toward his door,
each step bringing me closer to the individual humiliation I felt I deserved.
As I passed his door, I saw him sitting in his blue recliner, watching TV.
As I passed the far side of his window,
he looked up at the window. I had
barely scratched the door when it
opened .
"Hey there neighbor, long time no
see!"
Ca ught off-guard , I blinked back a
slight shock . It was 11 o'clock on a Friday ni g ht, and here this guy was
greeting me like I wa s an old friend
he hadn't seen in a year. (Little wa s I
to know, that that was exactly how he
thought of me. )
"Uhh ... sorry to disturb you this
late Mr. Simmons, but uhh ... I locked
my keys in my apartment."
He ruffled the whiskers of his mustache a little bit, and then backed up,
opening the door to his apartment a

for TV, are usually more ludicrous and ineffectual than the
extreme represented by Tarantino and his ilk. Homicidal
maniacs just don't go "I'm gonna friggin' shoot your
goldang brains all over the wall" before they kill you. Not
unless they're from a time long ago and a galaxy far, far
away. Picture a sort of 'kinder, gentler' psychopath such
as might have been portrayed by Jimmy Stewart in his
hay day.
It's also interesting to look to other English speaking
cultures and see how they swear. While I haven't been to
Canada since I was a boy, I can imagine movie dialogue
edited for Canadian 1V as something like this: "I'm gonna
friggin' shoot your goldang brains all over the wall, eh?"
And, of course, Austin Powers has enlightened us all
about the British use of the verb 'to shag.' When Elizabeth
Hurley made a talk show appearance a couple years ago,
David Letterman had her completely red faced because of
his repeated use of the shag word. In [act, Hurley could
barely bring herself to use the word on -TY, even though
she knew it was not offensive to Americans.
But the British have always had an interesting way of
swearing. About the only British expletive which would
even half-raise an eyebrow on this side of the Atlantic is
the word piss, as in "He's royally pissed," which means
"He's very drunk." True, the British-ism "Piss off!" comes
closer to the American version, but it lacks emotional impact with Americans.
The same is true of the now trite use of 'bloody,' which,
I suspect, would not even raise the Queen Mother's royal
brow. We Americans are not offended by other British
swear tactics, either. Some of us might know what a
'buggar' is, but probably would be at loss if someone told
us, "As soon as the killer got there, he buggared off." If
Austin Powers told us to "Sod off!" in America, we'd think
him a silly twit. But in a Liverpool pub, he'd probably end
up with his wanker in the ringer.
It seems that this trend towards more swearing and less
emotional impact is here to stay, though. While I'm not a
prude, I abhor it. Even though I engage in it. But from
now on, I'm friggin' tellin' you, I'm gonna swear off!

"Hi, this is Apartment 9 over at
West Street, and my friend Dave over
at Apartment 6 locked himself out,
and he was wondering if one of you
guys could come over and let him
back in . Sorry for callin' this late,
thank you, buh-bye."
He declared what I knew already.
"Got the answering machine."
"Oh darn," t thought, but said
more explicitly.
With a gluteul pivot, he turned to
me and slapped me on th e kneecap.
"Don't worry partner, you can stay
here if you have to . It 's not a problem ."
Then we talked for a while about
work, school, politics, or whatever
came to mind, he drinking his beer
and I sipping on the foam of some recently-poured Mountain Dew.
Though still tense, the time seemed to
pass quicker and I found myself almost annoyed when the landlord
called and told me how to get back
into my apartment.
After I got back in, I had to go back
to Terry's apartment. Packing up my
coat and the books I'd almost forgotten, as l stepped out, he called out
after me, "don't be a stranger now." I
guess he expected me not to talk to
him again.

Don't worry dude, I won't be,"
called out behind me.
As I got back into my apartment, I
grabbed a few of my best discs and a
few root beers.
After knocking on the door, I saw
a happily surprised face .
"What's up, you forget somethin'?"
"Nah, " I shrugged "I was just
wonderin' if I could hang out here for
a while ."
Backing up with a smile, he motioned the door open .
"Come on in ."
Since then, I have seen my friend
do similar good works for other
people. Shortly after I locked myself
OU t, he opened his one-bedroom
apartment to a hom eless couple, sheltering them for a week on his couch.
He's also put up a friend once or
twice letting them sleep on his couch
or chair until they could get back on
their feet. His is the sort of charity so
normal years ago, yet so rare today.
But even in America, the good Samaritan still lives.
I've never asked, but I bet that if
anyone were to ask him why goes out
of his way to help people, any people,
he'd probably say he was "just bein'
neighborly."
How appropriate .

little further.
"Well, don't worry about it. You
can stay here! We'll just call the guys
up and take care of you. Here, why
don't you have a seat (offering his
chair), I'll get 'em up here to help ya'.
Take your shoes off an ' stay a while,
can I get you something to drink?
WJ,n/111/,?
" Well I don ' t want to impose on
you this late, I just wanted to know .. " .
But he cut me off. " Don ' t worry my
friend, we'll give ' em a call for yuh,
and if you need to, you can s tay here."
Well Dn ve, th ere goe~ a110//rer stigmn .
" Hey Da ve, what do you want to
drink? I got coffee, Mountain Dew,
milk, beer .. .do you wanna beer?"
Still somewhat unnerved with his
abrupt friendliness, I shifted in the
seat of his chair. "No thanks, I really
can't have any alcohol."
He grabs a can anyway, and waves
it like the pendulum of a clock in front
of my hand.
"Come on, you're over 21, you can
have a beer."
Laughing at his overfriendliness, I
force out a negative. "Sorry dude, I
can't drink for another six months,
I'm on probation ... ) better call the
there was no evidentiary proof offered
landlord."
and
no source was quoted. There was no
He digs in the back of his closet for
basis
for his assumption other than pure
a few minutes, digging through his
speculation
and conjecture. The reaction,
closet like a packrat, searching for the
of
course,
is
that most readers of this arright phone number. After a frustratticle
will
take
his version of my GPA as
ing five minutes, I looked over at the
truth.
shelves above the kitchen counter.
It has been suggested to· me that I
"You know, in my apartment the
should
release my GPA to.disprove Mr.
phone numbers are on the inside· of
Beal,
I
don't
think I should have to. I
one of the cupboard s."
don't
think
any
student should be forced
He scuttles over to the cupboards,
Dear Editor,
to clear their name because of wild acand opens one after the other wi.th a
Writing a letter to the editor after be- cusations and half-truths printed in a stuquiet " sqeak" until he finds the one
dent paper, by student-journalists. Inwhich has a taped piece of paper with ing slandered by a yellow journalist is a
stead,
it would be my suggestion that
lot like apologizing to one's girlfriend afthe landlord's number.
members
of the Easterner staff have suf"Got it! I got it for yuh, now let's ter calling them "fat"·. Neither one is goficient
evidence,
and double-check their
call these turkeys and get you back ing to change what has already been said,
sources
before
printing
potentially damand
neither
one
is
going
to
control
the
reinto your apartment ."
. aging, and private, information. That
action.
He dialed the phone slowly, careLast week Darren Beal asserted that would be a strange day indeed.
ful not to hit the wrong number. He
paused a minute and then talk,ed into my GPA was lower than 2.5, where did
Curtis Black
he get this information? I only ask because
the speaker.

. -..
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Letters

to the Editor
Black sees red over
grade assertion
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Wagner to perform
with Edmonds in
classical recital
Emily Henderson
E:1stt•rnt•r flt:po rter

Professor Randel Wagner, director of choral activities
at Eastern, with piano accompanist Dr. James Edmonds,
will be performing the music of Handel, Hugo Wolf,
Henri Duparc and Charles Ives in a solo faculty recital at
the Music Building Recital Hall on Feb. 29, at 7:30 p.m.
The program, titled Auf einer Wanderung (On a Walk),
is a journey through vocal music beginning with the Baroque period and ending with the quasi avant garde
music of Charles Ives. The songs will be performed in
the original languages in which they were composed,
meaning Handel and Ives will be heard in English and
Wolf and Duparc will be heard in German and French.
Wagner has sung in hundreds of performances ranging in style from classical to Broadway, and achieved numerous awards such as regional finalist in the Metropolitan Opera Auditions; National Finalist in the NATS Singer
of the Year Competition; and the Nicolai Gedda Award
from the Music Academy of the West. He is also a member of the American Guild of Musical Artists.
Since completing a bachelor of music education degree, Dr. Wagner has worked both as a music educator
and professional singer. He has also earned his doctorate
of music from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in voice
performance and vocal pedagogy (academic subject of
teaching voice). Prior to his move from the Washington,
D.C. area back to his native Washington state, Wagner
was on the vcice faculty at Towson University in Baltimore, Md., and was the director of choral activities at
Hammond High School in Columbia, Md. His performing experience encompasses work with the San Francisco
Opera, Seattle Opera, and Tacoma and Spokane Opera
companies.

TEACIDNG OPPORTUNITIES
In California
2000 - 2001 School Year

.& Stella Katsoudas will be releasing a

SAN BENITO IIlGH SCHOOL. Hollister, CA

solo album, "Bare, 11 along with a new
album by Sister Soleil, tentatively titled
"Yummy, 11 in the very near future. Read all
about them in next week's Easterner.

will be in Spokane, at the Double Tree Inn, March 10th and
11th, conducting interviews, with the focus in Mathematics,
English and Special Education.

Please call (831) 637-5831 x 145 before February 25, 2000

to schedule an interview.
Salary Range (1999 - 2000): $33,348 - $53,476
Plus excellent benefits
fax (831) 637--8949 * e-mail: emuro@sbhsd.k12.ca.us
http://www.sdhsd.k12.ca.us/sbhs.html
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CHENEY SPINAL CARE
1853 1ST Street
(across from Excell FoodJ)

235-2122
• Quality chiropractic treatment for your
back pain, neck pain, and headaches
• Friendly hometown atmosphere
• Call for free consultation

Dr. Lauren Bathurst Chiropractor
20 years experience
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U. Chicago study: Cohabitating couples
less committed, more prevalent
hood and their influences on American their mate's family and to take care of
children.
their mate's children. In her article, "The
According to Smith, the average rate Negative Effects of Cohabitation," writfor cohabitation is a little over a year, with ten for The Responsive Community, an
cohabited relationships usually ending in academic journal, Waite writes, "The
break-ups or marriage. Statistics show parenting role of a cohabiting partner
that almost two-thirds of Americans toward the child(ren) of the other person
chose to cohabit before getting married. is extremely vagµely defined. The nonAlso, recent Census Bureau figures show parent partner- the man in the substanthat four million heterosexual couples are tial majority of case - has no explicit lecurrently living in cohabitational rela- gal, financial, supervisory, or custodial
tionships - eight times the number rights or responsibilities regarding the
cohabitating in 1970.
child of his partner." Also, because many
Cohabitation is without lifetime com- religions disapprove of cohabitation,
mitment. "One of the things people get many cohabiting couples are adverse to
out of marriage is insurance," Waite said. religious association.
"If you think of the Christian marriage
The study also details the fact that
vow - in sickness or in health- it seems members of coh,biting relationships are
that people will stay together even if one more likely to lead separate lives than are
gets MS or canthose who are
cer or gets dis- , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
married. A coabled. It's inCohabitation isn't marriage, and
habiting couple
surance, and cohabitating people don't act the
is also less likely
insurance is exthan a married
pensive. Emo- ssme way as married people.
couple or a·dattionally, it's imUnda Wa:
ing couple to ·
portant in that
have a monogaif you get sick,
U. ChicagQ Sociology Professor
mous sexual rethere's someone who will take care of lationship. Waite writes in The Responyou."
sive Community, "Four percent of marThe ~hort-term aspect of cohabitation ried women had a secondary sex partalso leads to lack of specialization in ner compared to 20 percent of cohabitcohabitational relationships. "In mar- ing women and 18 percent of dating
riage... you can say, I like to cook and you women."
like to clean, and I'll get to be a terrific
''To preserve their exit option, they're
cook beca·use I'll never have to clean," not really working in a partnership,"
Waite said. ''Two people together pro- Waite said. "They're being two separate
duce more. They can have a high quality . people - it's trading off freedom and low
life because they have two specialists levels of commitment for fewer benefits
whereas people who live alone don't spe- that you get from commitment."
cialize."
According to Waite's study, many unAccording to Waite, cohabited couples married mothers remain in cohabiting realso lack the shared financial resources lationships because they fear the domesupon which married couples rely. "It's a tic violence of marriage. However, the
deal - a deal that [the life) they've cho- study states that married women are fifty
sen doesn't give them," Waite said. "It's percent as likely as women in cohabiting
every man for himself." Members do not relationships to acknowledge physical
pool their money, and those with sepa- abuse in their relationship. In "The Negarate incomes are forced to pay separate tive Effects of Cohabitation," Waite
taxes.
writes, "When it comes to 'hitting, shovMembers of cohabitational relation- ing, and throwing things,' cohabiting
ships are al.so less likely to connect with couples are more than three times likely

Sydney Schwarlz
Chi<W(o Maroon ( ll. Chic:;1Mo)

CHICAGO - According to a new
study by University of Chicago Sociology Professor Linda Waite, non-married,
cohabiting couples lack specialization
and commitment in their relationships
and are thus adverse to long-term marriage. These couples, who are overwhelmingly abundant in today's society,
are also likely to make less money and
are more likely to physically abuse one
another than married couples. Another
study, conducted by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC), a University of Chicago research facility, confirms
that as we enter the 21st century, the concept of the stereotypical 1950s American
family continues to disappear.
"Cohabitation isn't marriage, and cohabiting people don't act the same way
as married people," Waite said. "They
don't have the same characteristics they don't get the same benefits and they
don't get to pay the same costs." Although many academi.cs expect the
United Sates to follow the relationship
trend of Scandinavian countries, in
which long-term cohabiting relationships have become an institutionalized
alternative to marriage,· Waite has observed cohabitation in the United States
to be continually short-term. In fact, she
sees cohabitation in the future as remaining temporary and as leading to a lack
of committed marriages in the United
States.
"Cohabitation, both before the first
marriage and between marriages, is the
rule, said Thomas W. Smith, director of
the NORC general social survey and author of the study. "Cohabitation remains,
in America, a short term phenomenon."
Cohabitation was one of the subjects
which Smith's recent study looked .at.
His study, published by the National
Opinion Research Center (NORC), detailed the massive changes away from
tradition in the American family due to
divorce, cohabitation and single parentH

than the married to say things that get
far out of hand ... people who live together are 1.8 times more likely to report· violent arguments than married
people."
The study also states that people
who cohabit and then marry are much
more likely to divorce than people who
marry without living together. "Research has shown the surprising result
that people who c_ohabit before marriage are more likely to divorce," Smith
said. "A trial marriage that would allow people to pick a lifetime partner
and therefore lead to a better marriage
doesn't work."
Waite agrees. "There's sort of a myth
that you ~an improve your chances of
having a successful marriage by living
together to see what it's like, and
there's no evidence at all that that helps
people make a better decision; so it's
not a good reason for living with somebody," she said. wa,te's study attributes this to the non-committal attitude created during cohabitation.
Waite's results do not relate to
cohabitational couples who are engaged. She feels that because those who
are engaged are planning to spend their
lives together, they are able to specialize. "They're not planning an easy exit;
they're planning to get married, they
just haven't done it yet, H Waite said.
Waite's study is a synthesis of her
work during the past ten years. The full
text of the study will be published by
Roman and Littlefield in her new book
Strengthening American Marriages: A
Communitarian Perspective. An
abridged version was printed in the
winter issue of the journal The Responsive Community.
Waite has been doing research in this
area for over ten years. According to
Waite, social scientists have been exploring cohabiting relationships since
they started becoming popular and
question "whether it's just marriage
without the paper or something else."
"I think we're pretty convinced that
it's something else," Waite said .
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Eagle,s maintain Big
Sky Conference lead
with narrow win at
Portland State
.
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Idaho State J(2-10, 7-16) at EWU (8-2, 11-9)
Thursday, 7:05 p.m., Reese Court
ISU: Idaho State comes into Cheney off a rare conference
victory, an 83-73 win over Montana State. Stephen Brown is
shooting an impressive .491 from 3-point range this season,
well on pace to break the school record of .474, set by Rodney
Jackson in the 1989-90 season.

Eastern's men continued their winning ways with a 7066 vi_c tory at Portland State in their only game last week.
The teams were tied at 22 with 4:58 remaining in the first
half, before the Ifagles finished with a 10-5 run to take a
32-27 halftime lead; despite only shooting .375 from the
EWU: The Eagles put their sixfield .
game ho~e winning streak on the
EWU opened the second half with a 10-0 run to take a
-IOAHO STATE UNIV .• li'ne again st a Bengal squad that is
15-point lead, but the Vikings wouldn't cave in and proBENGALS
a dismal I -7 on the road. Eastern
ceeded to trim the Eagles' lead to four with 2:57 remaincan't afford to take Idaho State too
ing in the contest.
The Eagles put the game away with solid free-throw lightly ... it took Ryan Hansen's 55-foot hook shot at the
_shooting down the stretch. Eastern finished the game an buzzer to give EWU a 70-69 victory in their firsl 111eeting.
impressive 13-16 (.813) from the charity stripe.
"The key was the first -three minutes of the first half,"
said Eagles head coach Steve Aggers. "Once we got the 10
or 12 poin! l~ad, we were able to control the game and the
tempo. They had to play catch-up, and the big thing was
we never let them have the lead."
Aaron Olson was high scorer for Eastern with 17 points,
while Kareem Hunter and Ryan Hansen chipped in with
13 and 12 points respectively. Hunter led the team with
CSS: The Hornets face a difficult task facing a revenge-minded
nine· rebounds, while Ja!l'al Jones was the leading assist
Eagle squad that is undefeated i(! conference home games this
man with seven.
Aggers and the Eagle squad are looking forward to reseason. Earlier in 1he season Sac. State defeated Eastern 64-61.
turning to the friendly confines of Reese Court, where the
Eagles are undefeated in conference play.
EWU: The Eagles, winners of nine of
"We're in the thick of a conference race, " sa id Aggers.
their past I I ,games, will be
"We have to hold serve and protect our hom e court. We
prohibitive
favorites to defeat a
really thought if we could win all home games and split
on the road we would have a chance to be in the hunt for Sacramento Sti1te squad that is only 1-8 on the road thi s
the championship . We've done that, and now we have to se~son . E~ster~ will t~~e to l he road following this contest
contirwe to take care of business / '
before finishing up their regular season schedule against the
"We have to keep playing one game at a time as the old
coaching cliche goes," Aggers said. "And Idaho State is the -Montana teams in two weeks.
only team on our mind right now."

Cal St. Sacramento (3-7, 9-12) at EWU (8-2, 11-9)
Saturday, 7:05 p.m., Reese Court
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Lady Eagles return
to action with a
pair of road games
The EWU women's basketball squad faces a pair of to·ugh
tests this week when ~hey return to action after an 11-day
layoff with games at Idaho State a nd Sacramento State.
The Eagles are currently tied for th e sixth, and final, Big
Sky Conference Tournament berth .
Eastern faces the Bengal s of Idaho State, Thursday at 7:05
p .m.
The Bengals are currently seco nd in the conference with
an 8-4 record, and along with the Monta na Lady Gr iz, are th e
only two teams to hav e winning conference records on the
road this season . Idaho State defe a ted EWU ea rli er this year
83-62.

Saturday, th e Eagles tra ve l to face Sacra mento, a tea m that.
is 0-11 on th e road , but carries a respec tabl e 4-4 ma r k a t ho me.
In th ei r previous meeting this season, EWU d efeated th e
Hornets 73-54, behind th e pla o~Tracy Ford-Phelp and Jul ie
Moore, who eac h poured in 14 points .
The Eagles will return home next week to face Northern
Arizona and Cal State Northri age, before ending th e reg ul a r
season slate with games at Montana and Montana State.
With tbeir'ei_g_ht victories so far this seaso n, the Eagles ha ve
already matched their win total from last season.

Drop on by and get a ·l atte, and sign up to win an
original, one of a kind Thomas Hammer T- Shirt,
autographed by your favorite Barista's

*

Cheney P .U.B. Espresso Bar
Open Monday Friday 7:00am t? 3:00pm & Weekend Events
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Family is remarkably
important to two members of
Eastern's women's basketball
squad .
Sisters Stacie and Jamie
Granger of Stanwood, Wash .
have been playing basketball
on the same team for most of
their lives and college has
been no different for the two.
"It's always easier to work
with people you are used to,"
said Stacie .
"This team is kind of like a
family," said sophomore
Jamie , 19, sister of fellow
guard Stacie, 23.
Both of the girls found
interest in the game at a
yo ung age, when their father
Dan coached
them in
ba s k e t b a l l .

..& Jamie Granger

February 16,

seven varsity letters in
basketball, soccer and track,.
She received the most
recognition for her efforts in
basketball. Her senior year,
1995, she was named to both
the All-State team and the
All-Northwest team when she
led Stanwood to a record of
19-1.
The North Snohomish
Weekly and Skagit Valley
Herald also named Stacie
Player of the Year.
However, Jamie was not
highly recruited ou~ of high
school despite following in
her sister's footsteps and
successfully
leading
Sta·nwood into the playoffs as
their captain for two years.
In addition Jamie was
named second team allleague and best defender of
the Stanwood squad .
Jamie wanted to try
to play for the Eagles
with her sister, so she
walked-on last season.
Coming off the
bench, Jamie played in
23 games and twice
sco red a s eason high
seven points , against
Arkansas Pine-Bluff
and Idaho State.
Both Jamie and
Stacie
enjoy
the
experience of Division I
college
basketball,
including the aspect
that the competition is
much better than in
high school.
"There is a faster

Even though they live on the Loyola-Marymount
other side of the state, Stacie Universfty after Loyola he~d
and Jamie's parents, Dan and coach Lynn Flanagan saw her
Glenda, have missed only one play in the 1995 state
home game in the two tournament. Stacie choose to
seasons the girls have been play at Loyola because, "it
playing for Eastern.
was a chance to play D-1 ball
Throughout their li\'1e&1 the with a full-ride," said Stacie·.
Grangers have emphasized
If it had not been for
being active in sports to .t heir Flanagan's ·offer, Stacie would
daughters, and it is evi.dent have attended Western
that they have given their Washington University in
children the undivided Bellingham.
enthusiasm and support that
But she was not happy at
they needed to be successful. Loyola.
Lately, the 5-foot-9 Stacie
"I had differences in
starts at guard for the Eagles ,opinion
the
way
the
while her sister Jamie is ailing basketball program was
from a sprained knee that she handled," she said.
injured in practice two w"eeks
Stacie started a few games
ago.
at guard her sophomore year
Despite the injury, Jamie is at Loyola and figured that her
optimistic · about playing basketball career had seen it's
against Idaho State in pinnacle, when she had a
Pocatello,
Idaho, friend ask her to send game
Thur~day night .
footage tapes to Eastern's
Last seaso n it was coach Joce lyn Pfeifer.
Stacie who missed play
Pfeifer thought highly of
in h er first ac t ive the tapes and immediately
season with the Eagles . told Stacie that she wou Id,
A sprained ankle injury gi ve her a full ride in each her
kept h e r away from junior and senior years .
play for seve n games .
Pfeifer as well as Eastern is
She still managed to than kfu I for Stacie's transfer
compile some good as s he not only add s balance
numbers. In ·19 games, to the ~e.am, but she
she led the team in contributes a great deal of
three-point field goal leadership as a senior.
percentage (.392) and
Once again Stacie is
assists (2.7), while averaging 6.2 points per
averaging 6 .9 points game while she is leading the
per game.
team in assists with 3.2 dishes
After high school, a game.
Stacie attended and
In high school Stacie
played basketball at exc.elled in sports, earning
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Until the EWU Hockey Club's
first win, a 9-4 victory over Lewis
and Clark College of Portland on
Feb. 5, it had been a long season.
Early season losses, the typical
signature of a first-year program,
mounted up to an 0=9 start. The
win over Lewis and Clark was
followed by a close rematch on
Sunday, Feb. 6, a one-goal game
that ended with an open-net goal
by Lewis and Clark when EWU
pulled goaltender Mike Streit in
favor of an extra attacker in a last
minute attempt to tie the game.
The loss to Lewis and Clark did
not dampen the EWU icers' resolve.
Facing the well-established
WSU hockey progr,am for the
first time in EWU history, the Ice
Eagles s urvived a 16 shot first period ba rrage behind the solid
goaltending of Mike Asmussen.
After half a period of playing defensive hockey, Rob Oliver sent
Danial Combs, the Ice Eagles
leading scorer, on a breakaway
that led to Eastern's first goal.
Matt Scoville and Byron Woods
added quick tallies in the first
three minutes of the second as
the Eagles took over the momentum and began to play with more
confidence.
The Ice Eagles began to show
signs of slipping into a familiar
pattern as penalties put the Cou-

gars into a two-man advantage.
But this time, the Eagles managed to hold off the Cougar
power play, and the second period ended with the Eagles holding a 4 - 0 lead. The third period
was all Eastern as the Cougars
fell into a series of penalties.
Danial Combs scored five minutes into the third, giving him a
hat trick (three goals) for the
night.
Byron Woods also
notched his second goal of the
night on a quick spin move in
front of the Cougar's goal (his
third of the season) . Tight
forechecking by the forwards
and solid defensive play helped
reduce the Cougar shots in the
last half of the game and added
to the outstanding saves in the
first half to give Mike Asmussen
and the Ice Eagles their first shutout of the year.
The Eastern leers wasted no
time in notching their third win
and second shutout of the season
in a rematch with Walla Walla
College. WWC had taken the
first meeting, the second game
ever in EWU history, by 14 - 1,
and the second meeting in TriCities by 9- 3 in a penalty-filled
game. With the added firepower
of winter quarter transfers Riley
Orman and Rob Oliver, and the
addition of SFCC students Mike
Asmussen, Brian Stockdale, and
Darin Talotti ( all to play on next
year's team as EWU students),
the Eagles jumped to an early

lead in front of the largest
crowd of Eagle supporters this
year. Riley Orman slid the first
goal beneath WWC goalie Jason Holder just four-and-ahalf minutes into the first period on a setup by Glen Muller.
Byron Woods continued his
scoring streak with a goal late
in the third period and another
in the second, a tip from his
brother Josh's shot from the
point. Oanial Combs and
Darin Talotti rounded out the
scoring, giving Eastern a 5 - 0
victory and leaving goaltender
Mike Streit with his first shutout of the year.
The Eagle Hockey Club recognized Scott Steele, CEO of
S(SNA, at the beginning of the
game. S(SNA is a corporate
sponsor of EWU Club Hockey.
Scott Steele was presented with
an official EWU hockey jersey
and a certificate of appreciation.
The Eagles continue their
quest to establish a reputable
hoc~ey program with upcoming games against the University of Montana (Feb. 19, 5:30
p.m., and Feb. 20, 2:00 p.m.),
Gonzaga University (Saturday,
Feb. 26, 5:30 pm), and Washington State University fFeb.
27, ·1:30 p.m.). All games are at
Planet Ice (North Eden off
Euclid between Sullivan and
Barker in the Spokane Valley).

·~

..& Stacie Granger

Ice Eagles skate past WSU,
Walla Walla for first wins
Dr. Brian

flow to the game," said
Stacie. "In high school the
opposing teams might have
had one or two good players,
but at this level teams are
filled with all-stars."
Jamie agreed with her
sister saying that the
competition is much more
intense and the caliber of
players in the Big Sky
Conference is very good.
The
Grange-r's
were
confident that they and the
rest of the team will be in the
playoffs come March 9.
Stacie said,"we're headed
to the Big Sky Tournament,
the way that we are playing
we should [be i,n post-season
play]. And once we get there,
it's within our reach to win
the championionship ."
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FARMERS INSURANCE
GROUP

Would like to welcome Scholastic Recruits
as our Corporate Sponsor.

www.farmersinsurance.com

Helping students identify career opportunities upon graduation.

Scholastic Recruits -will be at the Career Expo
Feb 23rd from 3-7pm
Cavanaughs i1_1 at the Park
Contact tosha07@netze-r o.net i<>r more info.

Put your College degree to work!
if you are interested 1n owning your own

business and having unlimited income
potential, fax your resume to: 624-5362
to -schedule an informational interview.
Or e-mail: farmerslee@aol.com
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JUST A FEW OF TIIE
ATfENDING COMPANIES
Adecco
Allstate Insurance
American Express
AmcriCorps
Avis Rent A Car, Inc.
Battellc-Pacific NW National l..ab
Bi-Mart Corporation
BonMarcbe,The
CEDU Family of Services
CINTAS Corporation
City of Spokane Dept. Human Resources
City of Seattk/Kmg County
Coffinan Engineers
Country Companies Insurance
Credence SysCans Corporation
DFC & Fortis Investors
DHHS, Office of Audit Serives
DO-IT - Univ. of WA
Domain Group, The
DSHS, Div. of Accc:ss & Equal Opp,
Entell)rise Rent-A-Car

...

Farmers Insurance

X
OVER 90 EMPLOYERS!

FFBl{U/\l{Y 23RD - BIC;GER & BETTER
'rHAN F\1 ER!

• Full - time employment and internship opportunities.
• Bring resume copies, dress professionally.
• Check out the participating companies at:
_.http;ljwww.whitman.edu/offices_department!l,'career_center/
(This site will be updated regularly until Expo).
• Students are encouraged to discuss all opportunities an employer may offer both now and in the future.
• Check out the website, research the company and be ready to ask questions!

• Career Services office is always available to assist you. ©

PARTNERSHI~ IN EMPLOYMENT EXPO 2000
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2000
3:00 - 7:00 P.M.
CAVANAUGH'S INN AT THE PARK
FREE ADMISSION TO CURRENT STUDENTS & ALUMNI
FREE PARKING
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Globix
Guardian, The
Idaho State Police
John Hancock Financial Services
KHQTV
Lockheed Martin Services, Inc,
Merrill Lynch
Mervyn's California
Metropolitan Mortgage & Securities
Microsoft
Multiple Zones, Inc.
Navy Officer Programs
Northwestern Mutual Life
Norwest Financial
Pepsi Bottling Group
Philip Morris USA
Princess Tours
Principal Financial Group
Raytheon Company
Remlinger Farms
Safeco Life and Investments
Salway Supply Inc.
Scholastic Recruits, Inc.
Schweitzer Engineering Labs
Social Security Administration
Sodexho Marriott
Software Spectrum
Spokane Police Dcpertment
Spokane Teachers Credit Union
State Fann Insurance
Sterling Savings Ban1c
The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Travelers Property Cuualty
United States Customs Service
Vaginia Mason Medical Center
WA State Depart. of Com,ctions
WA State Gambling Commission
Walgreen Company
Washington Air National Guard
Washingto~ <::tate Government
Wuhingtc
ate Pattol
Westem ' eless Corporation,
Wevr· ·•1ser Company
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The Easterner
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KING COUNTY PARKS

YOUR SUMMER IN MONTA A!
GLAC IER NAT IONAL PAl{K

or

or

Imagine hiking. o er thou ands
miles
ahno t untouchc-d trail ~. breathing in fresh. cri sp
Rocky 1ou nt ain Air. Imagine conqueri ng the
challenge of biking the famous Going-to-the-Sun
Highway or the thrill or White-water rafting. or
setting up camp next to the turquoi se blue
glacier lake ..

King County Parks System summer

position~ available. Daycarnp /
Playground Programs 8 wks , M-F,
King County Locations, $7-12 / hr to
start. Organi ze and supervise
activities ,for children, ages 6-12.

$1,000 11 s WEEKLY!!
181181181181 181 r8I
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Stuff nv lo s at home for $2.00 ach
plus bonu ses. F/1'. P/1'. Make $800
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For
details send on stamp to: N-24 5, PMS
552, 122021 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90025

HELP WANTED
CHENEY CINEMA

Imagine no more! St. Mary Lodge. The Resort
at Glacier is hiring a select few for the 2000
summer season. Benefits include guaranteed
bonus and low cost housing.
Call (800) 368-3689 for more infonnation.
Check out our web site at www.glcpark.com to
learn about the opportunity of a Ii fetime!

Call 206-296-2956 for app.
Residential summer camp for people
with disabilities call 206-296-2965
for app.

aaa

Love the smell of fresh
popcorn? We are seeking a
dependable, conscientious
professional with supervisory,
concession and projection
booth experience to manage a
local theater Must be available - ~ to work evenings and
weekends. Please contact
Kimberly Lukes at 835-2921
to obtain an application, or fax
your resume to: 835-2753
~~::fbt...J

EARN $2,730 TO $3,360 IN 7 WEEKS
June 12 - July 29th, 2000.
Room & Board and insurance provided.
Excellent work experience opponunity as
Resident Advi or. Activities Director or
Resident Hall Director working with high
chool tutlents during residential summer
choo l at Big Bend Com munit y Co llege.
Mose Lake. WA . for more information
call (509) 762-5351 X 203 nr e-mail :

SUMMER JOBS AT THE BEACH!

hroffice a bbcc.ctc.edu EEO

:::annon Beach Christian conference center
has exciting summer ministry positions
including yo uth program, dinning room,
housekeepi ng, and more!

Fra ternities • Sororities • Clubs
• Student Groups •
Sturlc nt organizalions f'c1 rr1

s~ .ooo ,

All positions are paid and include room/
board .
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it!, the ec1s\ ·
ct'lmpusfundrai er. om tllr· hour
~undrai i_ng E'\ 'E'nt . No sale r quir I.
run lrn1s1ng clc11 es c1re· filling quick!\'. o
call to lay, Cont act
·
ampu fundraiser.corn.
(88 ) 923-3138. or ,•isi t
\\ .\V\\ . ·am1 u funrc1 isn. om

To apply, call (503) 436-1501 or E-mail:
cbcc@seasurf .com

Affordable Child Care for students
and Faculty. 10% off your first 3
months with this AD. Loving
environment
close to college , 24 hour care.
Opening February 21st,
Please call Debbie @ 235 -8173
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Saturday 9a-Sp, Sunday 11 a-Sp

i
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Masonic Temple Auditorium, on Main

Most items S5 and LESS!
FREE ADMISSION!
Live music 3 p.m.
IJrl'l' L
t Gt: nefi l pokJnl' l'ubli( f, ,1ci io
1

lJrderwr1 t
by
s Mus,cal I scrumenl5,
ow ta,n Gea . & I ter ce Comput , Schoo l

Bri n ,

1n 1h 1 ·

a<l h 2/2 !/ l ur a FRE r,

~Y EXPAN>ED--+AJGE GAME

co 111c.

F.1t rn cxtni Cash
N.W. Andrology & Cryobank,
Inc
Egg d_onor $_ 500.00 per n:tn eval
Spt:n n donors up to $400 .00 per
month
( all ( 09 232-0 1 4 of more
information

(ire·11 opportunil \' for Ol tpll'.
Nerd oi1-. ·i1 c resident caretaker
team. Fl xil)I l1ours. Prior
< ·x1>t 'rie>1
1c-c 1>r ·l('rwcl IJut nu1
11ccc·s~;_11y Cont ,1< 1 HE:\IEY

REAL ESl _.ATE ·MAJ'\li \GEME 1T
1827 I~i rsI St. i1 1CIH 11 ,. for a,1 ·

,1ppl 1c ,11ic)J) ,111c l j >b <I -·~ rip1 io11

or
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GORIUA BOB'S

EQGAL OPPORTU \ITY
EMPLOYER

N.9324 DMSION

(,ATTIE'V7)
468-3lJ74

C
ChlMY.

WA 99004

3 Bdrm, 2 Bath, Den - $725. Beautiful Manufactured
Home. Complete with W/D hook-ups
Close to STA bus stops
E,p,al ~ ~ "

-~ ~, ~14,or,;ctacarmQt,- Jodcay·ot ~35-5QOO·

